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SEPARATIONS SYSTEMS DATA BASE; A USERS MANUAL 

J . W. Roddy 
W. J . McDowell 

HIGHLIGHTS 

A data base called "Separations Systems Data Base," designed 
specifically for the retrieval of information needed in chemical separa-
tions problems (i.e., how to perform a given separation under given 
conditions), is described. Included are descriptions of the basic methods 
of searching and retrieving information from the data base, the procedure 
for entering records into the data base, a listing of additional 
references concerning the computer information process, and an example 
of a typical record. The initial entries are concerned primarily with 
j.iquid-liquid extraction methods for metal ions and salts. However, the 
data base is constructed so that almost any separation process can be 
accommodated. 

Each record is indexed with information provided under the following 
fields: author, title, place of publication, date of publication, 
organization sponsoring work, brief abstract of work, abstract number 
if the work has been so referenced, type of separation system used (e.g., 
flotation), specific or generic name of the separation agent used (e.g., 
gold, copper), qualitative description of the supporting medium or matrix 
containing the substances before separation (e.g., nitrate), type of 
literature where the record was printed (e.g., book), and type of informa-
tion that the article contains. Each of these fields may be searched 
independently of the others, and the last six fields contain specific 
key words which are listed in the report. Definitions are provided 
for the 33 information terms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the processes relating to nuclear fuel reprocessing, fossil fuel 
utilization, resource recovery, and environmental protection connected 
with the above, one of the questions most often asked is "How can I 
separate substance A from substance B out of matrix M?" Sometimes an 
additional constraint necessitates the use of a specific separation agent. 
The standard computer-searchable data bases are not indexed so that answers 
to such questions can be obtained directly. Because of the continuing 
importance of separations methods in energy production and utilization, we 
have tried to assemble the appropriate references and index them in such a 
way that the aforementioned questions are readily answered by a computer 
search of the data base. The information is stored on the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL) IBM-360 computer system via the ORCHIS/ADSEP 

1-3 
System. The data vase is public and can be searched through an inter-
active retrieval program called ORLOOK by anyone having a charge number 
for the ORNL system. 

The initial entries in this data base are concerned primarily with 
liquid-liquid extraction methods for metal iona and salts. However, the 
data base is constructed so that almost any separation process can be 
accommodated, for example, resinous ion exchange, isotope separation, 
filtration, flotation, or centrifugation. 

The purpose of this document is to describe the basic methods of 
searching and retrieving information from the data base, the process of 
entering records into the data base, and the listing of additional ref-
erences concerning the computer information handling process. 

1.1 References for Section 1 

1. A. A. Brooks, private communication, May 1970. 

2. A. A. Brooks, ORCHIS Interim Technical Report - Collected Memos and 
Cumulative Bibliography, ORNL/TM-3727 (August 1972). 

3. A. A. Brooks, Oak Ridge Computerized Hierarchical Information System 
(ORCHIS) Status Report, ORNL-4929 (July 1973). 
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2 . RETRIEVAL OF INFORMATION FROM THE DATA BASE 

This section describes how an individual can use a remote terminal 
to retrieve information directly from the Separations Systems Data Base. 
These instructions are given in a step-by-step manner, with the assumption 
that the individual h«3 no background in computer programming or operation. 
Whenever possible, specialized computer terminology has been avoided. 
Extensive reference has been made to a report by V. A. Singletary,^" which 
is a comprehensive user's guide to the computer program ORLOOK, a program 
that implements the search of computer files. The novice or beginning 
user should have no trepidation in using the computer for searching the 
data base, because it is impossible for him to destroy or damage any of 
the records in the system. 

In order to use the Separations Systems Data Base, a means of com-
municating with the ORNL IBM-360 computer system is needed. The hardware 
required is a keyboard typewriter terminal with a printing or £athode 
ray tube (CRT) display. The terminal must be acoustically coupled to a 
standard voice-grade telephone. The acoustic coupler is a small device 
that is wired to the terminal and connects it to a telephone via sound 
waves rather than wires. The telephone is a standard model and is used 
to connect to ("to call") the computer. In addition, the user must make 
arrangements with Computer Operations personnel concerning cost accounting 
for the computer usage and to obtain a timesharing option (TSO) user 
identification code and password. These arrangements can be made with 
ORNL Computer Systems Support Personnel by calling 3-1214 (for a computer 
services account number and a three-letter identification code) and 3-6221 
(for a LOGON procedure password). FTS numbers are 850-1214 and 850-6221, 
and the commercial number is area code 615, official operator number 
483-8611, ext. 3-1214 and 3-6221. 

2.1 Computer Connection 

To begin a search utilizing the ORLOOK program, the user dials the 
appropriate telephone number (below) and connects the computer via the 
telephone line to the terminal through the acoustic coupler. When the 
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hardware connections are established, the user enters the required 
information. (A sample search, including the starting procedure, has been 
included as an example in the Appendix, p. 30,) The steps for access 
follow. 

1. Turn on the terminal, set it to the on-line mode, and turn on 
the acoustic coupler. Set the appropriate terminal and acoustic 
coupler switches to "full duplex" mode. Some terminals may 
require "half duplex" mode. The parity setting can be either 
even or no parity modes. The odd parity mode is not supported. 

2. Dial one of the following in-plant numbers: (1) 3-1001 for IBM 
2741 or NOVAR compatible terminals (15 CPS); (2) 3-1011 for 
teletype compatible terminals receiving at a speed of 110 BAUD 
(10 CPS); and (3) 3-1021, 3-1041, or 3-1051 for teletype 
compatible terminals receiving at a speed of 300 BAUD (30 CPS). 
For corresponding FTS numbers delete the 3-prefix and substitute 
850. The computer answers with a high-pitched steady tone. If 
the phone rings more than a few times without switching to the 
tone signal, the system is probably not in operation; a busy 
signal indicates that all the lines may be in use. In this case, 
the handset either can be returned to its cradle and the call 
made again later or the user can try repeatedly without waiting. 

3. When the steady tone is heard, place the handset properly into 
the acoustic coupler cradle, making sure there is a carrier 
wave (usually there is an indicator light labeled CARRIER). 
Immediately type LOGON and the return key. ALL LINES OF TERMINAL 
INPUT MUST BE ENDED WITH THE RETURN KEY FOR RECOGNITION. (In 
the examples, the symbol + has been used to show where the user 
is to press the return key.) The computer responds with two 
requests that are used for identification and charge purposes. 
The computer first types ENTER USERID-, which should be answered 
with the 1-- to 3-character code that has been assigned to you. 
The computer will then ask for the PASSWORD (a 1- to 8-character 
code also assigned to you) that is consistent with the USERID. 
If the computer is satisfied with your replies, it will respond 
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with your USERID LOGON IN PROGRESS, TIME, and DATE. Several 
general broadcast messages may be displayed prior to completion 
of LOGON. LOGON completion is indicated by the display of 
READY on the terminal. The terminal transmissions are now managed 
on the computer by the TSO program. Timesharing means that sev-
eral programs (e.g., ORLOOK) may execute concurrently in the same 
computer memory region. Each program shares the region for a 
brief time interval. 

4. To invoke the ORLOOK system, enter ORLOOK as a TSO command. 
Under ORLOOK control, only ORLOOK commands and the ORLOOK terminal 
interface commands are acceptable. (These commands are discussed 
in Sect. 2.4). The computer will type the date, time, and perhaps 
a message about any recent revisions which have been made in the 
program. It will then ask two questions: (1) Do you intend to 
use hard copy or print commands? That is, do you intend to ask 
for a printed copy to be made by the computer on the line printers? 
(see p. 9 for definitions of LIST and PRINT commands); and (2) Is 
the data base being searched public, private, or other, or is this 
ORLOOK session to be terminated by typing STOP? The Separations 
Systems Data Base is a public file, so the answer to the second 
question should be PUBLIC. The terminal will then list the data 
bases with their file numbers until stopped or until all (over 
40) have been listed. The listing of the files can be stopped 
by depressing the interrupt key (BREAK, ATTN, etc.).* The computer 
will ask SELECT A FILE #. To access the Separations Systems file, 
the user should type in the appropriate file number. (The file 
number may change occasionally because of additions/deletions to 

*Caution must be observed when using this key. Several interrupts issued 
consecutively will probably return control to the TSO MONITOR level 
(indicated by the READY message). If this occurs, ORLOOK control can 
be regained by entering a null line (i.e., only a return). Any other 
input will result in a complete loss of ORLOOK control and loss of all 
acquired subsets. If complete loss occurs, the user should reenter 
LOGON-as before. 
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the public data base files.) This answer will be acknowledged, 
and the terminal will also print the symbol that the computer 
uses to indicate that it is ready for input (for many terminals 
this is the period, .). A useful command to type now is LABELS, 
which will result in the terminal typing a list of field descrip-
tors (see list of LABELS in the Appendix, p. 32) used with this 

particular data set. Experienced users can start searching the 
data base immediately, but they should be cognizant that the 
field abbreviations are computer selected and may change. There-
fore, an investigation of the labels table may be worthwhile. 

2.2 Searching the Data Base 

The file is raady to be searched, and the terminal is waiting for a 
request. The ORLOOK program is constructed so that a file can be searched 
for only one or several key words in the stored information, or for a 
certain author, or journal, or even for individual words in the titles or 
abstracts. Two things are required to perform a search: specify what 
operation is to occur (e.g., LOOK), and specify a modifier (when needed) 
to describe what area in the record (e.g., <SEP SUB>) and/or subject 
(e.g., =' Pu ') is to be used with the command. 

A command is recognized by the computer as typed, but a notation 
is needed for the modifiers, which are the field descriptors (or labels) 
and key words used for the search. A field descriptor must be entered 
with a less-than sign (<) before it and a greater-than sign (>) after 
it. For example, in searching for authors one would type <AUTHOR> or 
the ORLOOK generated abbreviation, in this case <AU>. (These abbrevi-
ations are subject to change so the LABELS table should be consulted 
whenever ORLOOK is used.) The second notation that is used is single 
quotation marks (' ') placed around the word or words being sought. Thus, 
if one were seeking the author A. B. Jones, the command would be written: 
LOOK<AU> = 'Jones, A.B.'. The terminal will then display a period 
(ORLOOK's notice that it is waiting for a command), and the user should 
type END. The word END is entered at the end of the request to denote 
that the input information has been completed and that the search should 
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begin. The file will be interrogated, and the terminal will list the 
number of records meeting the specifications. Typing the command LIST 
AU will produce a display of the authors of all the references found. 
Typing the word LIST would produce a lengthy display of the contents 
listing all records found (it would include all subjects given under 
LABELS). If the number of records found is too many to list, the user 
can have all of them printed on the computer line printer, or the field 
of search can be narrowed by specifying additional modifiers (key words) 
to be applied to the records found. Substitution of the word PRINT for 
LIST causes the same material to be printed on the computer line printers 
if provision has been made for printing in initiating the program. A 
hard copy may be obtained by using the ADDRESS command (see Sect. 2.A and 
Appendix, p. 36) even if no provision was made for this feature in 
initiating the program. 

It should be noted that an ORLOOK search is made sequentially in 
the stated order of data base records. That is, if the first key-word 
choice produced 40 records, then these 40 records have been selected from 
the main file and made accessible as a group called SUBSET # 1. The main 
or complete file is always called SUBSET # 0. A subsequent search (e.g., 
with another key word) will interrogate only SUBSET // 1 containing the 
40 records unless a different SUBSET was specified. The new records 
found will be recorded in SUBSET // 2 (if 0 records are found, then 
SUBSET # 2 will be empty). To return to the main file, type SUBSET 0; 
the terminal will respond with a period, indicating it has returned to 
SUBSET 0 and is ready for the next command. The next search (of SUBSET 
# 0, 1, or 2) will place the results in SUBSET // 3, and these numbers 
will continue in sequence. Thus during any single session, several sub-
sets will be generated which are distinct and separate. At any time 
during the session, it is possible to return to any subset for additional 
searches by just typing SUBSET followed by the appropriate number. 

2.3 Terminating ORLOOK Session 

To end the ORLOOK session the user types the STOP command. The 
terminal will type the amount of time used during the search, the time of 
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day, and then place itseW under TSO monitor control, indicated by the 
display of the word READY. °ORLOOK can be reentered again as in Step 4, 
or the session can be ended by typing LOGOFF. It is unnecessary to wait 
until TSO verifies LOGOFF, but it usually takes only a few seconds for a 
reply. The power to the terminal and to the acoustic coupler can then be 
turned off and the hand set returned to the phone cradle. The session 
should not be terminated by "breaking" the connection (returning the hand 
set to the cradle), because this may result in the user's session not 
logging off properly, and a subsequent attempt to LOGON might be prohibited 
in the same day. If the connection is broken by something outside of 
the user's control, he may lose all of his subsets. He can probably 
reenter TSO immediately by redialing the appropriate telephone number 
and may thereby be able to save searches already completed, but there is a 
possibility that he may not be able to use the system until the following 
day. 

2.4 ORLOOK and Terminal Interface Command Descriptions 

This section gives a brief description of the functions and options 
of the ORLOOK and terminal interface commands. The report by V. A. 
Singletary should be read for a more detailed discussion of the capabil-
ities of these commands. 

2.4.1 ORLOOK commands 

These commands are used to interact with the ORLOOK program and are 
the ones that are of importance in searching the data base. The Appendix 
gives examples of the manner in which these commands are to be used. 

ADDRESS permits the user to have a subset printed on the ORNL computer 
even though a no answer was given to the print or hard copy question (see 
p. 5, also example in Appendix, p. 36). This command may also be used 
to change a previously specified address or remote station name. 

BASES command results in a listing of the public files which may be 
searched by the ORLOOK program. 

CANCEL permits the deletion of the last LOOK command given, or all 
LOOK commands if CANCEL ALL is typed. It applies only to the current 
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group of LOOK commands since the last END was given. Successive CANCELS 
delete LOOKS in reverse order, last to first, one LOOK per CANCEL. 

COMBINE followed by two numbers results in the merging of the two 
files with these two numbers into one new file. The original two files 
are left unchanged. If the word AND is placed between the two numbers, 
the new file will include only entries that appear in both of the original 
files. The word OR placed between the two numbers causes the new file 
to be a combination of both files except that duplicates are listed only 
once. The word NOT between the two numbers has the effect of forming 
the new file by first listing all the entries of the first numbered file 
(before the NOT) and then deleting from this list any entries that also 
appear in the second numbered file (after the NOT). 

END is the command to tell the ORLOOK program that all LOOK commands 
for a specific search have been given and the search should be initiated. 
There is no simple method to terminate the search once it has begun. 

LABELS command results in a listing of all field descriptors (labels 
with their abbreviations) used with the file. These are the same LABEL 
terms mentioned earlier. Either the complete name or the abbreviation 
can be used to specify a field, but the user must remember that the 
abbreviations may change. LABELS may be requested at any point in the 
ORLOOK session when the computer has prompted for a command (displayed 
a period). 

LIST and PRINT commands are identical except in the routing of the 
output. LIST causes the desired information to be displayed at the 
terminal, whereas PRINT sends it to the ORNL computer printer. These 
commands are properly used only after the final data file has been re-
duced to a few records. Typing just the command LIST will result in a 
complete display of all information for each record in the selected 
subset. Typing LIST AU will give a list of all of the authors in the 
selected set, but typing LIST T will give a listing of the titles. For 
both titles and authors one can type LIST T, AU. A listing at the 
terminal can be terminated by depressing the interrupt key (see footnote, 
p. 5); however, a PRINT listing can not be interrupted. 
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LOOK signifies Lhat the items which follow the command are to be 
searched for in the stored information file. As many as ten LOOK com-
mands can be given at one time by typing them on successive lines. A 
single subset will be produced. If the label is not specified for text 
string values (a series of up to 23 alphanumeric characters; see Words 
and strings, p. 13), data associated with all labels in each record will 
be searched, which can be very time consuming. 

NEWBASE allows access to other public data base files by initiating 
a new ORLOOK session. ORLOOK responds by questioning the user as at the 
beginning of the initial ORLOOK session. This command can be issued at 
any time a command is requested. All previous subsets are lost when 
NEWBASE is entered. 

RELEASE command closes and deallocates a currently allocated printer 
data set generated by the hard copy or PRINT commands. 

REQUEST is a command that produces a summary table of subset creation 
during a session. The table includes the number of the subset, the 
number of records in the subset, and the key words used to generate each 
subset. This command can be used as many times as desired and covers the 
period from the initiation of the ORLOOK session. 

RESET causes the ORLOOK program to ask for a new label for the LOOK 
command. Initially, the default is all text fields such that an unclassed 
search results. This standard may be reset to any one field (label) or 
back to all text fields at any time. To reset to all fields, enter ALL 
in response to the ORLOOK prompt for a key field. This command is used 
when a text field is omitted from a LOOK command. 

STOP is the command that terminates an ORLOOK session. Termination 
causes all subsets not copied to on-line storage to be deleted. To copy 
a subset or part of a subset for a permanent record, the PRINT or ADDRESS 
command (see ADDRESS and LIST command above) or the COPY command (see 
ref. 1) must be used before the STOP command is given. Upon completion 
of file cleanup, the computer returns control to the TSO MONITOR program, 
which is confirmed by the READY message. Once the confirmation is given, 
TSO commands can be entered. The LOGOFF command will end terminal com-

/ 

munication. After LOGOFF is confirmed, the telephone can be disconnected. 
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SUBSET with a set number directs the search to either the entire 
file (SUBSET 0) or to a set of references already generated. 0RL00K 
automatically searches the last set of records created by the execution 
of the most recent LOOK command unless a command is given to search a 
different set. The sets are created and stored sequentially but may be 
accessed directly in any order by typing SUBSET and the set number. 
Only one subset can be searched at a time. Two additional modifiers, 
REL and ACC, may be used with this command to create a new set. By 
typing SUBSET REL (A:B) the user will prepare a new subset containing 
the records of the main subset (SUBSET # 0), which are located in the 
relative positions of A through B, where A is less than B. Typing 
SUBSET ACC (A:B) produces a new subset containing the records of SUBSET 
# 0 which have internal record numbers A through B. 

TIME results in a display of the lapsed time and main computer time 
used from the beginning of the 0RL00K session. The present time of day 
is also given in the same format of HH:MM:SS, meaning hours, minutes, 
and seconds. 

2.4.2 Terminal interface commands 

Several commands are available that communicate directly with the 
terminal-ORLOOK interface program. These commands are intercepted and 
processed by the interface program rather than by 0RL00K. They can be 
entered any time 0RL00K is waiting for input. Furthermore, the manual 
interrupt key of the terminal can be depressed during any operation, 
incLuding during a search, to enter these commands. If the interrupt 
key is activated during nonterminal input-output operations, a special 
input prompt (???) is sent to the terminal, and 0RL00K is deactivated 
temporarily. The interrupted 0RL00K process will not continue auto-
matically after processing of an interface command; an end-of-line 
return (4-) must be entered for continuation. These commands are not 
used in searching the data base, and their definitions will not be listed 
here (see ref. 1 for additional information). 
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2.5 Comments 

Combination of search terms. The ORLOOK program is capable of per-
forming searches under the LOOK command based on several key words (or 
authors, titles, etc.) at the same time. Specifically, there are three 
ways of combining two or more terms for a search, which can be represented 
by the words or, and, and not. The use of the or designation results in 
a selection of all references that contain any one or more of the terms. 
This method of search is indicated by two or more separate LOOK commands, 
and two or more separate LOOK commands always implies an or search. Thus, 
if the search is for key words 'a' or 'b', the ORLOOK program will select 
all references that have either the key word 'a' or the key word 'b' or 
both 'a' or 'b' assigned to them and would be written: 

.look <field>='a' + 
•look <field>='b* + 
• end + 

To select all records that contain both key words 'a' and rb' (or all 
three if three terms are desired), the searcher would type the command 
as follows: 

.look <field>='a' <field>='b' + 
• end + 

The not restriction can be imposed once specifications are completed for 
the or/and relations. In performing a search of the set of references 
chosen (SUBSET 0, SUBSET 1, etc.), the computer first checks all the 
references for fit to the conditions specified by the and/or combinations 
which appear to the left of the not restrictions on all the lines of the 
search. Each reference that meets these specifications is then checked 
against the and/or combinations that appear to the right of the word 
not. If any of the not items or combinations appear in a particular 
reference, that reference is deleted from the new subset that is being 
formed. An example of the use of the not command is: 

.look <field>='a* 4< 

.look <field>='b* + 

.look not<field>=*c' + 

.end + 
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In this example a group of records will be assembled which contain 'a' 
or 'b' as key words. This group will be searched for all records that 
contain the key word 'c', and these records will be rejected. The final 
subset will consist of those records which contain key words 'a' or 'b* 
but not 'c'. 

Rejected message. Occasionally the computer will reject a perfectly 
good mesage, possibly due to noise on the telephone line. If the computer 
replies with an error message, the user should check the input for cor-
rectness and then retype the command. 

Typing errors. There are three methods for deleting a line if an 
error is made in typing. The entire line can be discarded by: (1) de-
pressing the interrupt key, (2) typing an at symbol (@) before the RETURN 
key (i) is depressed, and (3) typing a CONTROL-X (holding the CTRL key 
down while depressing the X key) on Teletype model terminals. When using 
the LOOK command, the previous line can be deleted by using the CANCEL 
command (see Sect. 2.4.1). 

Words and strings. The ORLOOK program is actually written to search 
for a particular string of characters, that is, whatever is between the 
single quotation marks. A string is any combination of letters, special 
symbols, numbers, and spaces. This string can represent complete words, 
parts of words, or several words, but it is limited to a total of 23 
letters, numbers, and spaces. Each LOOK command may contain 23 characters 
between the single quotation marks. The at symbol (@) is not permitted 
because it is used for command line deletion. 

2.6 Fields and Key Words 

The Separations Systems Data Base contains information under specific 
headings called fields. The names of these fields are easily accessible 
for listing by typing the LABELS command when using the ORLOOK program. 
To reduce the chance for ambiguity and to increase the usefulness of 
the data base, the key words used to input information into six of the 
fields, SEP SYS, SEPAGENT, SEP SUB, MATRIX, LIT TYPE, and INFOTYPE, have 
been carefully selected and limited. These key words are listed in 
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Sect. 3 which describes the method for inserting information into the 
data base. Definitions have also been included there for the INFOTYPE 
terms to assist in reconciling the searcher's own definitions with those 
of the abstractors. The key word limitation is a limitation only on 
input to the data collection. The user can expect the best results if all 
questions are put in the approved terms, because these were the ones used 
by the abstractors. However, a search can be made for any string of 
characters not exceeding 23 in length, whether it is included in the 
approved lists or not. The <ABSTRACT> field is an especially useful area 
in which to search for an unspecified term. However, caution should be 
used in searching this field because many of the commonly used words have 
been abbreviated to conserve computer space. 

2.7 References for Section 2 

1. V. A. Singletary, An On-Line Conversational Retrieval System for 
Orchis Text-Oriented Data Bases User's Manual, ORNL-4951, Rev. 1 
(May 1975). 
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3. INSERTION OF INFORMATION INTO THE SEPARATIONS 
SYSTEMS DATA BASE 

Responsibility for adding to and maintain. ^ the Separations Systems 
Data Base rests primarily with the Separations Systems Research Group of 
the Chemical Development Section, Chemical Technology Division, ORNL. 
However, others are invited to contribute. Contributions or questions 
should be directed to C. F. Coleman, W. J. McDowell, J. W. Roddy, F. G. 
Seeley, or R. R. Shoun, all of ORNL. 

The following section describes the standard method of abstracting 
and key wording that allows searches that will answer questions such as 
"How would one separate a substance from another out of a certain matrix?" 
as well as searches that retrieve information by the usual author, journal, 
sponsor, and abstract number identifications. 

A copy of a completed input form has been included in this section 
(see p. 29). Following is a description of each of the main headings or 
fields and the information to be placed in each. The last six fields, 
beginning with <SEP SYS> (separation systems), contain carefully chosen 
lists of terms. It is intended that limitation to these specific terms 
in indexing will allow this data base to be of superior and unique use-
fulness to persons working in the field of separations science. 

3.1 Fields 

Each main heading under which information is to be stored is called 
a "field". For this data base the name (LABELS) for the fields are: 
AUTHOR, TITLE, PLACE, DATE, ORGANIZ, ABSTRACT, ABST NO, SEP SYS, SEPAGENT, 
SEP SUB, MATRIX, LIT TYPE, and INFOTYPE. Each field may contain as much 
information as necessary; however, the amount of information stored should 
be kept to the minimum needed to save time and avoid excessive storage 
charges. 

3*2 Contents of Fields 

A description of the material to be included in each field follows. 
The abstractor should use as many terms as are needed to describe the 
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field. If several terms are used, the abstractor should separate each 
one by a semicolon followed by a space. Capitalization of the terms has 
no significance because all records and all key words are capitalized by 
the ORLOOK program before interrogation. 

3.2.1 <AUTHOR> 

Personal authors. Ei.ter the author of the paper with last name 
first, followed by a comma, a space, and the initials with periods, but 
no space between initials. Separate multiple authors by semicolons. Do 
not use the word "and" before the name of the last of two or more authors. 
List all authors; do not use et al. This method will enable the searcher 
to locate a specific author whether he is the first, second, third, or 
any other in the author list order. If the item is a book chapter with 
identified authors, enter these as authors and also enter the book editor 
(see below). For foreign names such as Ristf or Krilger, enter simply as 
RISO and KRUGER. Treatment of compound names varies with nationality of 
the author. 

Collaborator. Many cosponsored research projects result in manu-
scripts with confused authorships. If it is evident that a person has 
made a major contribution to the research, even though he is not called 
an author, include his name in the author field followed by (Collab). 

Committee reports. In dealing with a committee report, name the 
organization and then the committee. Do not duplicate information given 
in the ORGANIZ field. 

No author given. If a paper has no author, leave the field blank. 

Editors. To designate the editor of a book or of proceedings, put 
(Ed.) after the editor*s name. If citing a part of a larger work, give 
the author for the part (if there is one). 

Translators. Give the name of the translator followed by the word 
(translator) in parentheses. When both the original author and the 
translator are known give the translator last. 
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Examples: 
Personal authors 

Brown, J.M.,Jr. 
Jones, B.A.; Russell, C.M.; Schnook, H.J.,III 

Collaborator 
Sollins, P.; Edwards, N.T.(Collab) 

Committee reports 
Committee on Environmental Protection (National Research 
Council would appear in the <ORGANIZ> field). 

Editor 
Berg, G.D.(Ed); Brown, S.T.(Ed.) 

Translators 
Jones, O.R.; Smith, L.A,(Translator) 
Jermain, R.V.(Translator) 

3.2.2 <TITLE> 

For topical reports and journal articles the title is obvious. If 
a single chapter of a book is being referenced, the abstractor should 
give the chapter followed by a chapter number in arable numerals, with 
the title of the book being given under <PLACE>; however, the title of 
the book should be given under <TITLE> if it is referenced in its entirety. 

3.2.3 <PLACE> 

This field should contain the source or point of origin of the 
original reference. If the material was published in a journal, then the 
name of the journal, volume number, and page number should be given. The 
volume and page numbers should be preceded by a V and p, respectively, 
and separated by commas. A report number should be listed for work printed 
in a report, a conference number if proceedings of a conference, the name 
of a book if a book, and the patent number if a patent. References from 
a book should include the publishers and place of publication. 
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Examples: 
Journal 

J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem. V26, pl03 

Conference 
Proceedings of the 14th ERDA Air Cleaning Conference, 
CONF-760822 

Book 
The Solvent Extraction of Metal Chelates (Book), Pergamon 
Press, distributed by the Macmillan Company, New York 

Patent 
US Patent No 4,012,209 

Report 
ORNL/TM-2737; Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee 

3.2.4 <DATE> 

The abstractor should list the year of publication if the material 
is published in a journal. Both the month and year should be given for 
reports, patents, etc. 

3.2.5 <0RGANIZ> 

Place where work was done and, if pertinent, the sponsoring 
organization. For example, ORNL would not require "DOE," but the 
University of Tennessee would require it if the work was sponsored by 
DOE. 

3.2.6 <ABSTRACT> 

Content. The abstract should be a concise statement, in a single 
paragraph, of the essence of the document. It should summarize the major 
results and conclusions. When data sets are described, the methods, 
instruments, and/or techniques must be included to allow the user to 
correctly interpret the data. 
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Abstracts are of two general types: Indicative and informative. 
The indicative abstract only describes the kind of information contained 
in the document; the informative abstract actually presents relevant 
information from the document. Informative abstracts should be written 
whenever possible. 

The abstract should not contain reference numbers or illustration 
references. A necessary reference to other work should be given as a 
citation within the abstract. 

Insertion of chemical and mathematical expressions. Many abstracts 
will contain chemical formulas, equations, Greek symbols, and other 
expressions which can be written in several ways. To be as consistent 
as possible in the insertion of such terms, we have set some guidelines 
that should be followed in placing these expressions into the data base. 

1. Subscripts are to be written without special notation if 
their meanings are clear; for example, H2S04, CaC12, H3P04. 

2. Parentheses are to be used in the normal manner to indicate 
an expression is to be taken as a single entity; for example, 
Ca(0H)2, Fe3(P04)2. 

3. Superscripts are designated by placing the symbol ** before 
the item or expression that is to be the superscript; for 
example, (B**2-4ac)**0.5. 

4. The valence or charge of cations and anions are to be indicated 
by placing the appropriate number and a plus (+) or (-) sign in 
parentheses following the symbol. The ** is used to indicate 
a superscript; for example, Fe**(3+), NiC14**(2-), P04**(3-). 

5. The symbol E is used to represent times ten to the power; for 
example, 100 » 1.0E2, 0.001 = 1.0E-3. 

6. Natural logarithms are to be represented by In and common 
logarithms by log; for example, In 10 = 2.303, log 10 = 1.000. 

7. The letter e is used to represent the number 2.718... 
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8. Characters that have no counterpart on the keyboard will be 
spelled out, as for example, y = mu, y - gamma, a = alpha. 

9. Brackets are to be used to indicate concentrations in equilibria 
expressions and to prevent confusion vhen several series of 
parentheses would be required. 

10. Temperatures are presumed to be in degrees Celciue unless 
otherwise noted. 

Examples; 
M**(2+)(aq) + 2C1**(_) (.aq) + 2R4NCl(.org) - (R4N)2.MCI(4) (org) 
k(for above eq) = [[(R4N)2.MC14](org)]/I[R4NC1](org)]**2 
[[[Cl**(-)]gamma(-)](aq)]**2[[[M**(2+) ]gamma(+)](aq)] 

Debye-Huckel expression; logCgamma +-) = |z+z-|AI**0.5/ 
(1 + Bal**0.5) 

3.2.7 <ABST N0> 

If an abstract is available in a standard abstract service, for 
example, ERA Abstracts or Chemical Abstracts, place that abstract number 
with the identifying prefix such as "ERA" or "CA" in this field. If the 
record is indexed in more than one abstract service, use both prefixes 
and numbers, separating the two service designations by a semicolon and 
a space. 

Examples; 
<ABST N0> CA86:12345a 
<ABST N0> CA86:195889c; ERA2:6663 

3.2.8 <SEP SYS> 

This field should contain at least one term, chosen from the list 
in Table 3.1, to describe the separation system used. In this and in 
the following five fields it is important to use only words listed. DO 
NOT USE SYNONYMS. THE COMPUTER CANNOT RECOGNIZE SYNONYMS. If other 
terms are needed, they should be added to the list through agreement 
with those members of the Separations Systems Research Group, Chemical 
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Technology Division, ORNL, that have primary responsibility for assembling 
this data baso. 

Examples: 
<SEP SUB> Distillation 
<SEP SUB> Gas-liquid; Chromatography 

Table 3.1. Terms for separation systems (SEP SYS) 

Adsorption Electrostatic Precipitation 
Centrifugation Filtration Resin-IX 
Chromatography Flotation Sedimentation 
Cocurrent Gas-Liquid Single-Pass 
Countercurrent Liq.-Liq. Solid-Liq. 
Crosscurrent Magnetic Supported Liquid 
Distillation Volatilization 

3.2.9 <SEPAGENT> 

Terms should be chosen from Table 3.2 to indicate the separation 
agent used. For an unusual separations reagent a valiant attempt should 
be made to categorize it under one of the existing terms before addition 
of a new term is sought. Many separation agents can be described with 
several terms and should be so listed, each term to be separated with a 
semicolon and a space. 

Example: 
<SEP> TBP; Ester; Phosphate 

3.2.10 <SEP SUB> 

Each separated substance should be lised in this field. Symbols 
are used for elements. Names are used for radicals, ions, and molecules. 
Substances collected in the separation system (i.e., extracted or held 
on column or filter) are entered as is. Substances rejected (i.e., 
not extracted, not held on column or filter) are preceded by a minus 
sign (-). Substances that typically split and cannot be effectively 
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Table 3.2. Terms for separation agents (SEPAGENT) 

Acetylacetone 
Activated carbon 

(use carbon) 
Adsorbent 
Alcohol 
Aliphatic solvent 
Amide 
Amine 
Amine oxide 
Aniline 
Antipyrene 
Aromatic solvent 
Arsenic compound 
Azo compound 
Bidentate extractant 
Carbamate 
Carbitol 
Carbon 
Carboxylic acid 
Charcoal 

(use carbon) 
Chelator 
Chlorinated hydrocarbon 
Chloroform 
Cupferron 
Di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid 

(use HDEHP) 
Diantipyrylmethane 

(use DAPM) 
Diketone 
Donor solvent 
Ester 
Ether 
Fluorinated hydrocarbon 
Heterocyclic compound 
Hexone 

(use MIBK) 
Hydrocarbon 
Hydroxamic acid 
Isopropyltropolone 

(use IPT) 
Ketone 
Mercaptan 
Mesityl oxide 
Metal oxide 
Methyl isobutyl ketone 

(use MIBK) 
Neutral extractant 

Nitro compound 
Oil 
Organic base 
Organic compound 
Oxime 
Oxine 
Phenol 
Phosphate 
Phosphinate 
Phosphine oxide 
Phosphinic acid 
Phosphite 
Phosphonate 
Phosphonic acid 
Phosphoric acid 
Phosphorus ester 
Primary amine 
Pyrazolone 
Pyridine 
Pyrophosphate 
Pyrophosphoric acid 
Pyrrolidine compound 
Quaternary ammonium compound 
Resin 
Secondary amine 
Silica gel 
Sulfide 
Sulfonate 
Sulfone 
Sulfonic acid 
Sulfoxide 
Sulfur compound 
Tertiary amine 
Thenoyltrifluoroacetone 

(use TTA) 
Thiophosphate 
Thiophosphoric acid 
Tin compound 
Trialkylphosphate 
Trialkylphosphine oxide 
Tributylphosphate 

(use TBP) 
Trioctylphosphine oxide 

(use TOPO) 
Trioctylphosphine sulfide 

(use TOPS) 
Urea compound 
Xanthate 
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separated are preceded by a question mark (?). The valence of an element 
may be indicated by adding parentheses enclosing the valence in Roman 
numerals. Each substance name or symbol on the abstract form should be 
preceded and followed by a space sign (#) and a semicolon except the last 
name or symbol which should only have the space symbol. The parenthetic 
Roman numerals, indicating the valence of an element, follow a space after 
the element symbol (see example below). Acceptable terms for this field 
are listed in Table 3.3. Use the chemical symbols for each of the elements. 
In indexing it is desirable to write the plural form of terms since a 
search for either the singular or plural forms will then find the entry. 

Example 
<SEP SUB>;#Th#;#U#;#P//;itchloride#;#-Fe#;#?Ru//;//Pu# (IV)# 

Table 3.3. Terms for separated substances (SEP SUB) 
(in addition to element symbols) 

Acetate Fission products Rare earths 
Acid (use FPs) (use REs) 
Actinides Iodate Reagent 
Aerosol Iodide Sulfate 
Alkalies Metals Sulfide 
Alkaline Molybdate Sulfur oxides 
Anion Nitrate Thiocyanate 
Bromide Nitrogen oxides Thiosulfate 
Carboxylate Perchlorate Transplutoniums 
Chloride Phenol (use TPUs) 
Cyanide Phosphate Tungstate 

Water 

3.2.11 <MATRIX> 

The matrix system from which the substance is to be separated is to 
be listed in this field. For example, the matrix would be the anion 
(nitrate, sulfate, etc.) if the separation is metal ion extraction or 
ion exchange; the matrix would be air in air filtration, or coal in 
coal de-ashing work. Terms should be selected from Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4. Terms for matrix field (MATRIX) 

Acetate Formic acid Oxalic acid 
Acetic acid Gas Oxidant 
Acid Glycolate Perchlorate 
Air Glycolic acid Perchloric acid 
Alcohol Halide Phosphate 
Ammoniacal Hydrobromic acid Phosphoric acid 
Aqueous Hydrochloric acid Reductant 
Borate Hydrofluoric acid Salt 
Brine Hydriodic acid Silicate 
Bromide Iodate Solvent refined coal 
Carbonate Iodide (use SRC) 
Carboxylate Lactate Sulfate 
Carboxylic acid Molten salt Sulfide 
Chloride Neutral Sulfite 
Citrate Nitrate Sulfuric acid 
Citric acid Nitric acid Tartaric acid 
Coal Nitrite Tartrate 
Complexant Nonaqueous Thiocyanate 
Cyanide Organic Water 
Formate Oxalate 

3.2.12 <LIT TYPE> 

Terms included in this field should specify the type of reference 
where the article was published. This field has been limited to the 
terms listed in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5. Terms for literature field (LIT TYPE) 

Bibliography Conference Patent 
Book Journal Report 
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3.2.13 <INFOTYPE> 

The principal types of information to be found in the original 
publication, as indicated by the available abstract or paper, are in-
cluded in this field. Table 3.6 lists the terms that should be used 
and their definitions. 

Table 3.6. Definitions of information terms (INFOTYPE) 

Term Definition 

Acidity effect 

Agent compn. effect 

Agent concn. effect 

Analytical method 

Antagonism 

At. no. effect 

Capacity 

Coefficient 

Constant 

Variation in separation or rate of separation 
of a substance with respect to a change in 
acid concentration, at generally greater than 
0.01 M (see pH effect). 

A comparison of the separation effectiveness 
of two or more separation agents (compositions). 
An example is a comparison of TBP with TOPO. 

Variation of the separation effectiveness with 
respect to the separation agent concentration. 

A separation technique used as part of analyt-
ical procedure. 

A combination of two substances produces a 
separation less than the sum of their individual 
effects (see Synergism). 

Variation in separation or rate of separation 
for several substances with respect to their 
atomic numbers. 

Denotes the maximum concentration of a sepa-
rated substance obtainable in the separating 
agent. 

The extraction or distribution coefficient is 
given or discussed. 

Used where equilibrium, stability, instability, 
formation, or rate constants are presented. 

Decontamination factor A ratio of two substances (e.g., ratio of 
contaminant to desired substance) in the prod-
uct stream of a separation system vs their 
ratio in the entrance stream. 
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Table 3.6. (continued) 

Term Definition 

Device 

Diluent compn. effect 

Flowsheet 

Intensive properties 

Isotherm 

Kinetics 

Mathematical modeling 

Matrix coinpn. effect 

Matrix concn. effect 

Mechanism 

pH effect 

A unique or distinctive apparatus is used in 
the separation. 

Variation of the separation effectiveness of 
an agent when the diluent type (composition, 
structure) is changed. An example is the 
comparison of n-hexane with benzene. 

A description of the steps in a practical 
process is given by words and/or diagram. 

Physical characteristics of one or both of the 
individual phases of the system are given. 
Examples include density, viscosity, dielectric 
constant, and spectra. 

Used where a line, curve, equation, or tabu-
lation expresses a relationship between the 
concentration of a substance present in one 
phase as a function of its concentration in 
the other phase at equilibrium. 

The velocity or rate of separation is discuss-
ed. The rate constant may or may not be given. 

The results are represented by algorithms, 
mathematical equations, etc. 

Variation in separation or rate of separation 
of a substance with respect to a change in 
matrix components. 

Variation in separation or rate of separation 
of a substance with respect to a change in 
matrix concentration. 

Used where an attempt has been made to ascer-
tain the actual stages through which the 
reactants have passed to produce the final 
product. 

Variation of the separation or rate of separa-
tion of a substance with respect to a change 
in acid concentration, generally at less than 
1 M (see Acidity effect). 
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Table 3.6. (continued) 

Term Definition 

Process 

Review 

Sepn. degree 

Sep. sub. concn. effect 

Solubility 

Stoichiometry 

Synergism 

Temp, effect 

Thermodynamic s 

A method has been developed for accomplishing 
a chemical manufacturing operation, separation, 
purification, etc. 

Contains little or no new experimental data. 
May present new insight into interpreting 
earlier data and/or may give a historical dis-
cussion of previous work. This category should 
be interrogated when searching for separated 
substances. 

The relative qualitative and/or quantitative 
distributions of two or more substances are 
given. 

Variation in separation or rate of separation 
of a substance with respect to a change in 
its concentration. 

The maximum concentration at saturation of a 
substance in a mixture of substances which 
are chemically and physically homogeneous 
throughout. In liquid-liquid extraction systems 
the term is used to mean: (1) avoidance of 
third phase formation, (2) solubility of ex-
tractant in diluent, (3) solubility of each 
phase in the other, and (4) does not mean 
capacity of the organic phase for the extracted 
species. 

Equilibria, chemical equation, and chemical 
species are discussed. 

A combination of two substances produces a 
separation greater than the sum of their 
individual effects (see Antagonism). 

Variation of the separation or rate of separa-
tion of a substance with respect to changes 
in temperature. 

The concepts of chemical potential, activity, 
and activity coefficient are used to obtain 
or explain equilibrium constants. Heats of 
reaction or formation or free energies or 
entropies of the reactants or products are 
calculated. Heat transfer studies are also 
included. 
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Table 3.6. (continued) 

Term Definition 

Theory 

Transferred sub. 
interaction 

Used where a hypothesis presenting a concise 
systematic view of a separation system is 
given. 

Variation in separation or rate of separation 
of one substance with respect to the modifica-
tion of the separation agent by the presence 
of another separated substance. 

Valence effect Variation of the separation or rate of separa-
tion of a substance with respect to changes 
in its valence. 

3.3 Input Form 

The input form is a single sheet of paper divided into 13 field 
descriptors with sufficient space following each to list the desired 
information. The last six items are the most important and should be 
completed with the utmost care, using the terms given in the tables in 
Sect. 3. The example given on the following page is typical of the type 
of information that should be included. 
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<AUTHOR>Moszkowicz, P. 

<TITLE>Contributlon to the study of interfacial mass transfers; 

extraction of uranium and plutonium 

<PLACE>Report 1976, CEA-R-4735, 121 pp. (Fr.) 

<DATE>1976 

<ORGANIZ>CEN, CEA, Fontenay-aux-Roses, Fr. 

<ABSTRACT>(Place on back of form) Interfacial mass transfer occurring 

during the extn. of uranyl and plutonium nitrates by TBP was studied by 

the single drop method. The limiting step is the chem. interfacial 

reaction. Order of this reaction is one for neutral species Pu(N03)4 

or U02(N03)2, in thermodn. equil. with other metallic species in 

aq. phase. Order of the interfacial reaction is 2 for TBP. The 

influence of dibutylphosphoric acid(HDBP) on interfacial reaction was 

studied. The following hypothesis (the species TBP-HDBP reacts at the 

interface with the species U02(DBP)2(HDBP)2 is substantiated 

by the exptl. results. 

<ABST NO>CA86:034846w 

<SEP SYS>liq.-liq. 

<SEPAGENT>TBP, phosphoric acid, ester 

<SEP SUB>;//Pu#;#U# 

<MATRIX>nitric acid 

<LIT TYPE>report 

<INFOTYPE>kinetics; mechanism; agent compn. effect 
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4. APPENDIX 

4.1 Sample OHLOOK Session 

The following section lists an example of a typical search of the 
Separations Systems Data Base. An attempt has been made to include most 
of the ORLOOK commands. Declarations made by the computer are capitalized 
and those typed by the user can be in either upper or lower case. For 
this example, the user's input has been given in lower case. Explanatory 
comments are given in brackets ([ ]) following most of the statements to 
help clazify their meaning. Capital and lower case have been usee in the 
explanations in a similar manner. Depression of the return key by the 
user is indicated by the symbol -V. 

ENTER LOGON OR RECON 
[COMPUTER IS ASKING WHICH SYSTEM IS DESIRED.] 

logon + 
[user has selected the TSO system.] 

1KJ56700A ENTER USERID -
[COMPUTER ASKS FOR IDENTIFICATION CODE.] 

abc 4-
[user gives identification code (this example is fictitious.)] 

ENTER PASSWORD FOR ABC-
[COMPUTER ASKS FOR PASSWORD THAT CORRESPONDS TO IDENTIFICATION CODE.] 

defghj 4-
[user gives password, (this example is fictitious.)] 

ABC LOGON IN PROGRESS AT 14:11:21 ON JULY 13, 1978 
6/5/78 THE ROTARY WHICH BEGINS WITH 3-1021 IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR USE 

WITH 30 CHARACTER/SEC. TELETYPE COMPATIBLE TERMINALS. 
ABC: ASSIGNED TO REGION (04,158K,USERS=5) LINE(05A) 

[MESSAGES AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM THE COMPUTER. NOTE THAT 
THERE ARE 5 USERS IN THE SAME REGION, SO INTERACTION TIME MAY BE A 
BIT SLOW. THE LINE NUMBER 05A MAY BE USEFUL IF THE USER IS DISCONNECTED 
FROM THE COMPUTER.] 

READY 
[LOGON HAS BEEN COMPLETED AND THE COMPUTER IS READY FOR A COMMAND.] 
[the user is now interacting with the TSO system.] 

orlook i 
[user selects the ORLOOK system.] 
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DATE = 07-13-78 TIME NOW = 14.12.58 
/////////// NEW VERSION ORLOOK 4-21-78 11111111111111111111111111111111 
IIIHH IF PROBLEMS, CALL (NAME OF INDIVIDUAL AND PHONE NO.) ///////// 

[COMPUTER GIVES INFORMATION CONCERNING ORLOOK SYSTEM AND A PHONE 
NUMBER IF PROBLEMS OCCUR.1 

DO YOU INTEND TO USE HARDCOPY OR PRINT COMMAND? YES/NO: no + 
[COMPUTER INTERROGATES USER CONCERNING TYPE OF OUTPUT DESIRED, and 
user responds that he does not wish a permanent copy, (see use of 
ADDRESS command, p. 8.)] 

DEFAULT AND SPECIFIED HASP CONTROLS: 
SYSOUT FORM(lOOl) 

[THESE STATEMENTS WOULD BE USED BY THE COMPUTER IF YES WERE GIVEN TO 
THE ABOVE QUESTION. THE COMPUTER WOULD ASK FOR A MAILING ADDRESS 
WHICH WOULD BE PRINTED FOLLOWING THE LAST LINE (see p. 36).] 

DATABASE PUBLIC/PRIVATE/OTHER/STOP 1 public 4-
[COMPUTER ASKS WHAT TYPE OF DATA BASE WILL BE SEARCHED, and 
user responds that the data base is public.] 

FILE # DATABASE 

1 FOREST ENTOMOLOGY 
2 DSRS NON-WELD MISCELLANEOUS DATABASE 
4 FIREBASE 
5 DSRS REFERENCE DATA 
6 DSRS WELD CREEP DATABASE 
7 NUMERIC GEOGRAPHIC AND SPATIAL DATA FILES 
8 GYPSY MOTH CITATIONS 
9 ESIC-THORIUM 

10 STRIPED BASS 
11 ICC ENERGY INFORMATION CENTER 
12 MINI-BIOMON 
13 NBIC MAIN BIOMON 
14 US FOREST SERVICE WILDLAND PLANNING—PLANBASE (BIBLIOGRAPHY) 
15 LLL DATABASE FILE 
16 LI.L MODELING FILE 
17 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES - CREEP 
18 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES TENSILE DATA 
19 FOREST INSECTICIDES 
20 ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF THE TRANSURANICS 
21 THERMAL EFFECTS 
22 URANIUM RESERVES AND RESOURCES 
23 RADIOLOGICAL MODELING 
24 FOREST SERVICE WILDPLANNING-PLANBASE (ABSTRACTS) 
25 CAD PUBLICATIONS INVENTORY 
26 COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 
27 SMALL COMPUTER INVENTORY 
28 ORCHIS DATABASE INVENTORY 
29 SEPARATIONS SYSTEMS 
30 HEALTH PHYSICS INFORMATION SYSTEM 
31 CRYSTAL GROWTH BIBLIOGRAPHY 

[COMPUTER IS LISTING THE PUBLIC DATA BASES AVAILABLE.] 
[REMEMBER THAT THE FILE NUMBERS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE FROM TIME TO TIME.] 
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[user terminates listing of data bases by depressing the Interrupt 
key. the listing can be stopped anytime during or after the first 
file is given.] 

SELECT A FILE #: 29 4-
[COMPUTER ASKS USER TO SELECT A FILE, and user selects the 
separations system file.] 

29 SEPARATIONS SYSTEMS 
FILE NAME: SEPARATIONS SYST ** LAST UPDATE ON: 06-08-78 

[COMPUTER LISTS FILE NAME SELECTED BY USER AND LAST TIME FILE 
WAS UPDATED.] 

COMMENTS: 
SEPARATIONS SYSTEMS 

[THIS AREA WILL BE USED TO INFORM USERS OF THE DATA BASE 
OF CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS IN THE SYSTEM.] 

ORLOOK READY 
[THE DATA BASE IS READY FOR SEARCHING.] 

.labels 4-
[NOTE PERIOD PLACED BY THE COMPUTER, INDICATING THAT IT IS 
WAITING FOR A COMMAND, user asks for a listing of the field 
descriptors.] 

LABELS(ABBREV) MODE TYPE 

AUTHOR(AU) TEXT LIST 
TITLE(T) TEXT LIST 
PLACE(P) TEXT LIST 
DATE(D) TEXT LIST 
ORGANIZ(0) TEXT LIST 
ABSTRACT(AB) TEXT LIST 
ABST NO (A) TEXT LIST 
SEP SYS(SE) TEXT LIST 
SEPAGENT(.SEP) TEXT LIST 
SEP SUB(S) TEXT LIST 
MATRIX (M) TEXT LIST 
LIT TYPE(L) TEXT LIST 
INFOTYPE(I) TEXT LIST 

[COMPUTER LISTS FIELD DESCRIPTORS AND THEIR ABBREVIATIONS. 
MODE INDICATES THE STYLE OF MATERIAL IN THE DATA BASE, WHETHER 
NUMERIC, INTEGER REAL TEXTUAL OR NUMERIC, AND TEXTUAL. 
THE TYPE EITHER CAN BE STRUCTURED OR LIST.] 

.look <sep sub>=1 pu 1 * th ' + 

.look <s>=' u 1 + 

.look <s>=' fps * + 

.cancel + 

.look not<s>a=l fps * + 

.end + 
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[several commands are demonstrated with this set of look statements, 
in the first look the user asks for a search of plutonium and thorium 
as a separated substance, requiring that each reference must contain 
both Pu and Th. Th^ user also wishes to include in the same subset 
all references that have uranium as a separated substance, regardless 
of whether they contain Pu and Th. The user cancels the third look 
command because he failed to use the not restriction. By using this 
restriction in the last look, he wants to eliminate all records that 
have fission products as a separated substance, this command will 
eliminate only those records that have been inputed with the term 
' FPs records listed under the specific element symbols will not 
be deleted, the user completes the series with an end.] 

SEARCHING SUBSET # 0 
[COMPUTER IS SEARCHING THE ENTIRE FILE.] 

1094 DOCUMENTS IN FILE 
[THERE ARE 1094 DOCUMENTS IN THE SEPARATIONS SYSTEMS DATA BASE FILE.] 

ANSWERS IN SUBSET # 1 
324 DOCUMENTS IN RESULT 

[THE COMPUTER HAS FOUND 324 DOCUMENTS CONTAINING BOTH PLUTONIUM AND 
THORIUM, OR URANIUM, AND NOT CONTAINING FISSION PRODUCTS AS SEPARATED 
SUBSTANCES.] 

.look <sep>=*tbp' + 

.end 4-
[user wishes to know how many of the records in subset 1 have tbp 
as the separation agent.] 

SEARCHING SUBSET # 1 
ANSWERS IN SUBSET # 2 
56 DOCUMENTS IN RESULT 

[COMPUTER HAS SEARCHED SUBSET # 1 FOR TBP AND HAS FOUND 56 DOCUMENTS 
THAT CONTAIN TBP AS THE SEPARATION AGENT AND HAS PLACED THEM IN 
SUBSET # 2 . ] 

.subset 1 + 
[user wishes to search subset 1 again.] 

.look <sep>=,topo' + 
INVALID OR MISSING DELIMITERS 
THIS LOOK COMMAND IGNORED 

[user attempted to correct a typing error by back-spacing and 
retyping, but COMPUTER DID NOT ACCEPT COMMAND.] 

.look <sep>='topo' + 

.end + 
[user tries the search again.] 
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SEARCHING SUBSET # 1 
ANSWERS IN SUBSET # 3 
8 DOCUMENTS IN RESULT 

[COMPUTER HAS SEARCHED SUBSET # 1 FOR THE SEPARATION AGENT TOPO, FOUND 
8 DOCUMENTS THAT MEET THE SPECIFICATIONS, AND HAS PLACED THEM IN 
SUBSET # 3.] 

.combonec v 
[user misspells the word and deletes the command by typing the at 
symbol.] 

RETRY: combine 2 or 3 I 
ANSWERS IN SUBSET # 4 
63 DOCUMENTS IN COMBINED RESULT 

[COMPUTER RESPONDS WITH A RETRY STATEMENT, user wishes to place all 
records in a single file that contains both plutoniura and thorium, 
or uranium, but deleting all records where the fission products 
were separated. This file is further restricted by containing only 
those records where either tbp or topo was used as a separation 
agent.] 

.look <m>='nitric acid' <i>='coefficient * + 
• end 4-

[user wishes to search subset 4 for all references where nitric acid 
was the matrix, and the distribution coefficient was discussed or 
given.] 

SEARCHING SUBSET # 4 
ANSWERS IN SUBSET # 5 
15 DOCUMENTS IN RESULT 

[COMPUTER HAS SEARCHED FOR AND FOUND 15 RECORDS WHICH ANSWER THE 
LOOK INTERROGATION. THESE RECORDS HAVE BEEN PLACED IN SUBSET # 5 . ] 

.look <1>='journal* + 

.end 4-
[user now wishes only those records in subset 5 that have been 
published in a journal.] 

SEARCHING SUBSET # 5 
ANSWERS IN SUBSET # 6 
11 DOCUMENTS IN RESULT 

[COMPUTER HAS FOUND 11 DOCUMENTS AND PLACED THEM IN SUBSET # 6 . ] 

.look <s>=' am ' + 

.end + 
[user wishes to search subset 6 and place into a separate subset 
only those records that have americium as a separated substance.] 

SEARCHING SUBSET # 6 
ANSWERS IN SUBSET # 7 
4 DOCUMENTS IN RESULT 

[COMPUTER HAS FOUND 4 RECORDS AND PLACED THEM IN SUBSET # 7 . ] 
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.list au,t + 
[user wishes the computer to display the author and title of the 
four documents that are in subset 7.] 

**** SUBSET # 7 **** 

m 463 #### 
<AUTHOR>OCHSENFELD, W.; SCHOEN, J..; SMITS, D.; TULLIS, E 
<TITLE>EXTRACTION DATA FOR URANIUM, PLUTONIUM, AMERICIUM, ZIRCONIUM, 
AND RUTHENIUM IN THE SYSTEM NITRIC ACID-LEVEXTREL-TBP 

1HW 733 m t 
<AUTHOR>IRVING, H.: EDGINGTON, D.N. 
<TITLE>SYNERGIC EFFECTS IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

m 873 #m 
<AUTHOR>WATANABE, K.; ONO, R. 
<TITLE>THE EXTRACTION OF CURIUM AND AMERICIUM BY TRI-N-OCTYLPHOSPHINE 
OXIDE 

////// 1059 #////// 
<AUTHOR>ISHIMORI, T.: RHEE, C.T.; FUJINO, T. 
<TITLE>THE EXTRACTION OF AMERICIUM AND EUROPIUM NITRATES BY 
TRI-N-OCTYL PHOSPHINE OXIDE IN TOLUENE 

*** END LIST 
[COMPUTER HAS LISTED THE INFORMATION. THE NUMBERS ENCLOSED BY // 
ARE INTERNAL RECORD IDENTIFIER NUMBERS, ALSO CALLED ACCESSION 
NUMBERS AND MAY CHANGE.] 

.request + 
[user asks for a summary table of the results of the session.] 

RESULT: 
IN # 

SEARCH: 
FROM //: 

NO.: DEFAULT: SEARCH ITEMS(S) OF REQUEST(S) 
HITS: LABELS : 

1 0 324 ALL LOOK <SEP SYS>=' PU ' ' TH 1 
LOOK <S>= ' U 1 
LOOK NOT<S>=t FPS ' 

2 1 56 ALL LOOK <SEP>='TBP' 
3 1 8 ALL LOOK <SEP>=TTOPO« 
4 63 ALL COMBINE 2 OR 3 
5 4 15 ALL LOOK <M>='NITRIC ACID' <I>=' 

COEFFICIENT' 
6 5 11 ALL LOOK <L>='JOURNAL* 
7 6 4 ALL LOOK <S>=1 AM ' 

[SUMMARY TABLE IS DISPLAYED BY THE COMPUTER.] 
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.address 4-
[user decides that he wishes a hard copy of part of the search and 
consequently must specify a delivery address, user desires the 
copy to be printed on the computer's system printer.] 

DELIVERY ADDRESS: i. n. can bin c + 
[user gives his name and indicates that he wishes his results to be 
placed in bin c in room 275 of 4500N.] 

ROUTE LOCAL/REMOTE ? local 4-
[COMPUTER WISHES TO KNOW IF THE PRINTER IS LOCAL OR REMOTE.] 
[user responds that it is local.] 

DEFAULT AND SPECIFIED HASP CONTROLS: 
SYSOUT FORM(lOOl) FIELD('I.N. CAN BIN C') 

[COMPUTER GIVES THE ADDRESS WHERE THE MATERIAL WILL BE SENT AND 
INDICATES BY (1001) THAT IT WILL USE THE STANDARD BLANK PAPER.] 

.subset 7 4-
[COMPUTER RESPONDS WITH A PERIOD AND user types the subset number 
he wishes printed.] 

.print + 
[user has completed his input and wishes the computer to print the 
designated subset.] 

PRINTED 
[COMPUTER ACKNOWLEDGES THE REQUEST AND INDICATES A SUCCESSFUL COPY 
HAS BEEN MADE ON THE SYSTEM PRINT DISK SPACE.] 

.release + 
[user should release the disk storage space that the computer has 
allocated him when the PRINT command was given, this allows 
someone else the use of this space.] 

PRINTER DATASET RELEASED 
[COMPUTER VERIFIES THAT IT HAS RELEASED THE SPACE.] 

.time 4-
[user wishes the elapsed time and the amount of main computer time 
that has been used to be listed.] 

CPU(SEC) USED = 50.43 LAPSED (HR.MIN.SEC) = 00.28.01 
TIME NOW = 14.40.59 

[COMPUTER GIVES THE REQUESTED INFORMATION.] 

.bases 4* 
[user wishes to look at a listing of the public data bases.] 
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1 FOREST ENTOMOLOGY 
2 DSRS NON-WELD MISCELLANEOUS DATABASE 
4 FIREBASE 
5 DSRS REFERENCE DATA 
6 DSRS WELD CREEP DATABASE 
7 NUMERIC GEOGRAPHIC AND SPATIAL DATA FILES 
8 GYPSY MOTH CITATIONS 
9 ESIC-THORIUM 

[COMPUTER LISTS THE DATA BASES UNTIL user depresses the interrupt 
key.] 

.newbase + 
[user wishes to start a search of a different data base.] 

DATABASE PUBLIC/PRIVATE/OTHER/STOP ? public + 
[COMPUTER RESPONDS AS BEFORE.] 

File # DATABASE 
i 
??? 

[user depresses the interrupt key before the first file is listed. 
THE COMPUTER RESPONDS WITH ???, INDICATING THE ORLOOK PROGRAM HAS 
BEEN DEACTIVATED, to continue with the ORLOOK program a return (4) 
must be entered by the user.] 

1 FOREST ENTOMOLOGY 
t 

[user performs the interrupt correctly.] 

SELECT A FILE //: 9 \ 
[COMPUTER ASKS FOR A FILE NUMBER, and user selects file number 9.] 

9 ESIC-THORIUM 
FILE NAME: THORIUM ** LAST UPDATE ON: 07-26-77 
COMMENTS: 
URANIUM/THORIUM 

[COMPUTER LISTS FILE SELECTED BY USER, TELLS THE USER WHEN IT WAS 
LAST UPDATED, AND GIVES ANY COMMENTS CONCERNING THE FILE.] 

ORLOOK READY 
[FILE IS READY TO BE SEARCHED.] 

.labels 4 
[user asks for a list of the labels of the file.] 
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LABELS (ABBREV) MODE TYPE 

HEADER(H) TEXT LIST 
AUTHSHIP(AUT) MIXED SUBSET 

AUTHOR(AU) TEXT LIST 
CORPAUTH(COR) TEXT LIST 
SPONSOR(SP) TEXT LIST 
MENTOR(M) TEXT LIST 

TITLE(TI) TEXT LIST 
REFERENCE(R) MIXED SUBSET 

LIT TYPE(II) TEXT LIST 
PUB DATE(PU) TEXT LIST 
PUB DESC(PUB) TEXT LIST 
LANGUAGE(I) TEXT LIST 
COUNTRY(COU) TEXT LIST 
AVAIL(AV) TEXT LIST 
OR AVAIL(0) TEXT LIST 
SEC SOUR(S) TEXT LIST 

KEYTERMS (K) MIXED SUBSET 
SUBJ CAT(SU) TEXT LIST 
KEYWORDS(KE) TEXT LIST 
GEOGDESC(GE) TEXT LIST 
DATADATE(DA) TEXT LIST 
TAXON(T) TEXT LIST 
PARMLIST(P) TEXT LIST 
PVT KWD(PV) TEXT LIST 
TAXON 2(TA) TEXT LIST 
CHEMICAL(C) TEXT LIST 

ABSTRACT(A) TEXT LIST 
COMMENT(CO) TEXT LIST 
INPUTEAM(I) TEXT LIST 
DATA FLD(D) MIXED SUBSET 

DATADESC(DAT) TEXT LIST 
NUM DATA(N) TEXT LIST 

F TITLE(F) TEXT LIST 
GEOFORM(G) TEXT LIST 

[COMPUTER HAS LISTED THE LABELS.] 

.subset rel(l:5) + 
[user wishes to make up a subset of the first five records in the 
data base.] 

*** MAPPING FILE 
[COMPUTER IS LOCATING THE FIRST 5 RECORDS.] 

383 DOCUMENTS IN FILE 
RECORDS IN SUBSET # 1 
5 DOCUMENTS IN RESULT 

[COMPUTER INFORMS THE USER THAT THERE ARE 383 RECORDS IN THE DATA 
FILE AND HAS PLACED THE FIRST 5 IN SUBSET # 1 . ] 
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.subset acc(380:383) 4-
[user wishes the records with accession numbers 380 through 383 
placed in a separate file.] 

RECORDS IN SUBSET if 2 
4 DOCUMENTS IN RESULT 

[COMPUTER HAS PLACED THE 4 RECORDS IN SUBSET # 2.] 

.list$*14.47.20 JOB 306 ON INTRDR — ABC12345 
JOE ABC12345 SUBMITTED TO HASP FOR PRINT 
ERROR—CANNOT IDENTIFY COMMAND 

[SEVERAL THINGS HAVE OCCURRED HERE, while user was attempting to 
list some items from subset 2, THE COMPUTER DECIDED IT WAS TIME TO 
INFORM HIM THAT THE JOB HE HAD ASKED FOR EARLIER HAS BEEN 
SUBMITTED TO THE IBM 360 COMPUTER FOR PRINTING, of course, ORLOOK 
doesn't understand the command and gives the user an error message.] 

.list ti 4' 
[user wishes the titles to the records in subset 2 listed on his 
terminal.] 

**** SUBSET #2 **** 

m 380 J m * 
<TITLE>DATA ON URANIUM AND RADIUM IN GROUND WATER, IN THE UNITED STATES 
1954 TO 1957 

M 38I MM 
<TITLE>U 234/U 238 DISEQUILIBRIUM IN WATERS OF THE JUDEA GROUP 
(CENOMANIAN-TURONIAN) AQUIFER IN GALILEE, NORTHERN ISRAEL 

M 382 MM 
<TITLE>SOLUBILITY OF ELEMENTS IN U.S. WESTERN DESERT GROUND WATER 
AND COMPARISON WITH CHEMICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL CONCENTRATION LIMITS FOR 
DRINKING WATER 

### 383 MM 
<TITLE>ON THE FORMS OF URANIUM OCCURRENCE IN UNDERGROUND WATERS AND 
THE CONDITIONS OF ITS DEPOSITION IN FORM OF U02 

*** END LIST 

[COMPUTER HAS LISTED THE TITLES ON THE TERMINAL.] 

.stop 4-[user decides to end orlook session.] 

END ORLOOK SESSION 
[COMPUTER ACKNOWLEDGES TERMINATION OF SESSION.] 

CPU(SEC) USED = 55.53 LAPSED (HR.MIN.SEC) = 00.36.00 
TIME NOW = 14.48.58 
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READY 
[COMPUTER IS NOW IN TSO MONITOR MODE AND ORLOOK CAN BE REENTERED.] 

logoff + [user terminates computer connection.] 

ABC LOGGED OFF TSO AT 14.49.47 ON JULY 13, 1978+ 
[COMPUTER RESPONDS TO TERMINATION WITH LOGOFF INFORMATION.] 


